3. Sew (1) E 3-7/8” HST to (1) A 3-7/8” HST. Square to 3 1/2”. Make 4. Repeat step to make the HST units shown in diagrams. Sew HST units together as shown (note rotation of HST units) to create BLOCK 1 AND BLOCK 2. Square to 6 1/2”. Make 2 of each.

**QUILT ASSEMBLY**
4. Sew together all units in rows following the **QUILT DIAGRAM** below using A 6-1/2” squares, 6-1/2” x 9-1/2” rectangles, 6-1/2” x 12-1/2” rectangles, and 3-1/2” x 6-1/2” rectangles in between the units.

**FINISHING**
Cut batting and backing 3” larger than top on all sides. Layer backing, batting and top together and baste or pin. When quilting is completed, trim excess batting and backing. Bind as usual.

**Finished Quilt Size:** 54” x 63”

*Note: If this Benartex pattern is included in a kit, any questions about the kit should be addressed to the vendor from whom you bought it.*

*Uses Contempo’s Zentastic collection by Michele D’Amore*

*Finished Size: 54” x 63”*
### Dizzy Geese Assembly

1. Draw a diagonal line on the A 3 \( \frac{1}{2} \) squares. Place (1) A 3 \( \frac{1}{2} \) square on the left side of (1) B 3 \( \frac{1}{2} \) \( \times \) 6 \( \frac{1}{2} \) rectangle. Sew on the diagonal line. Press to the corner. Trim off the excess. Repeat step with (1) A 3 \( \frac{1}{2} \) square on the right side of B rectangle to create **ABA Unit**. Make 10.

2. Create all the Units using the instructions in **Step 1** and replacing the fabrics following the diagrams below.

#### Diagrams

- **ABA Unit** Make 10
- **ACA Unit** Make 5
- **ADA Unit** Make 5
- **AEA Unit** Make 4
- **AGA Unit** Make 5
- **AFA Unit** Make 5
- **AQA Unit** Make 4
- **ALA Unit** Make 4
- **AMA Unit** Make 4
- **ANA Unit** Make 4
- **AOA Unit** Make 4
- **APA Unit** Make 4
- **ASA Unit** Make 5

---

**SAMPLE** | **KEY/SKU** | **QTY** | **CUT**
--- | --- | --- | ---
A | Petals 4379M-30 White/Gold | 3-1/3 yds | (19) 3 \( \frac{1}{2} \) " x WOF strips, subcut (224) 3 \( \frac{1}{2} \) " squares (1) 3 \( \frac{1}{2} \) x 8" x WOF strip, subcut (8) 3 \( \frac{7}{8} \) " squares (6) 6 \( \frac{1}{2} \) " x WOF strips, subcut (16) 6 3\( \frac{1}{4} \) " x 4 " squares (4) 6 \( \frac{1}{2} \) " x 9 \( \frac{3}{4} \) " rectangles (4) 6 \( \frac{1}{2} \) " x 12 \( \frac{1}{2} \) " rectangles (2) 3 \( \frac{1}{2} \) " x WOF strips, subcut (8) 3 \( \frac{1}{2} \) " x 6 " 6 rectangles

---

**WOF = WIDTH OF FABRIC | *SEW STRIPS VIA SHORT ENDS | HST = HALF SQUARE TRIANGLES**